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What does disillusioned mean in spanish

These examples can contain rude words based on your search. These examples may contain spoken words based on your search. 12 However, the illusion inevitably causes disappointment. La Ilusión, sin embargo, inevitable conduce a la desilusión. Once upon a time there was confusion of frustration, fear and
frustration. Una vez hubo confusión desaliento, temor y desilusión. The United Nations is in a mood of frustration. Las Naciones Unidas están saliendo de este estado de desilusión. This is where the frustration begins. Aquí es donde comienza la desilusión. This means that the pessimism and discontent of Latin America,
which our disappointment has caused. Es decir, la insatisfacción y el pesimismo latinoamericano, potenciados por la desilusión. After the initial wave of euphoria can follow the frustration. Tras una ola inicial de euforia puede seguir la desilusión. Often the only thing they produce is frustration among the general public,
Hart added. Con frecuencia lo único que consiguen es desilusión entre el público general, añadió Hart. More abuse of power and complex love relationships worsen your frustration with Mao's system. Más abusos de poder y sus complejas relaciones amorosas exacerban su desilusión con el sistema de Mao. Was it the
frustration that foretold us once every decade? ‧Será el desencanto que vaticinaban a nuestra generación durante los años noventa? And then DS leaders wonder when anti-war demonstrators express their anger and frustration. Y entonces los líderes de los DS se sorprenden cuando los manifestantes antiguerra
expresan su bronca y su desilusión. No results were found for this value. Word Index: 1-300, 301-600, 601-900, MoreExpression Index: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, MorePhrase Index: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, More English If we really want to create a sustainable budget that does not cause further disappointment ...
Se realmente queremos elaborar un presupuesto sostenible que nos lleve a una nueva desilusión... EnglishI I'm afraid I have disappointed you: the introduction of genetically modified maize shows us that it is the opposite. Desengáñense, la introducción del maíz genéticamente modificado nos demuestra lo contrario.
EnglishToday, six months after the opening of the IGC, is a general mood of frustration and depression. Hoy, cuando se cumplen seis meses de la inauguración de la CIG, la sensación general es desánimo y pesimismo. EnglishThere is also another aspect that I have to emphasize, and this is the reason for some
frustration on our part. Pero hay otro aspecto que yo, en cualquier caso, quisiera también subrayar, que es el siguiente y motivo de cierta desilusión por nuestra parte. EnglishI do not want disappointed you, but ... no quisiera desilusionarte, pero ... In English If the Presidency of the Council has failed to combat public
disillocy of the European Union, it is not the only one. The Presidency is not the only One that has failed to contain the growing frustration of the European Union. The English cause is growing discontent, not to mention the utter disappointment of President Aliyev's authoritarian regime. The main reasons are growing
discontent, not to mention the apparent disappointment with President Aliyev's authoritarian regime. The English cause is growing discontent, not to mention the utter disappointment of President Aliyev's authoritarian regime. The main reasons are growing discontent, not to mention the apparent disappointment with
President Aliyev's authoritarian regime. The English languageSuch's inability to understand the work of high politics and such denial of geopolitical realities are new and serious signs of disappointment in the future. Such a misunderstanding about the sources of high politics, such denial of geopolitical realities, is causing
new and serious disappointments. EnglishI fears that the frustration and blackmail today on the customs union, tomorrow on Cyprus, could greatly trouble our relations with this great nation. I am afraid that the frustration and blackmail today with regard to the customs agreement and tomorrow on Cyprus will ultimately
upset our relations with that great country. The English Doha talks faltering and frustration surrounding their goals mean that aid for trade is now more politically apposite than ever. The failure of the Doha negotiations and the loss of faith in its objectives mean that aid for trade is more timely than ever before. In
EnglishThe creation of this committee is another sign of frustration and misconceptions of centralisation and bureaucratic ideas infecting the European political class. The creation of this committee is another sign of frustration and centralised and bureaucratic habits affecting the European political class. Mr Leterme, the
Minister for England, would like to say that it is time to put an end to the long list of priorities for the rotating presidencies, which only expresses disappointment. Prime Minister Yves Leterme, I would like to say that it is time to put an end to the long list of priorities for the rotating presidencies, which is only disappointing.
In English This makes Afghans frustrated and this must change. This leaves Afghans unenviable and this must change. EnglishYy if we fail to take this opportunity, people on both sides will be disappointed. If we do not take this opportunity, people on both sides will be disappointed. English hope, ladies and gentlemen,
that we will not be disappointed in this way. Ladies and gentlemen, let us not be so disappointed. Latvian human rights activists are now very disappointed. Unfortunately, Latvian human rights defenders are now very disappointed. Latvian human rights activists are now very disappointed. In the event of Turkey's
accession, history should not be repeated. EnglishI believes that we must all be afraid of the risk that our citizens will be disappointed again. I believe that, at the same time, we need to know about the danger of disappointing the population again. English People are disappointed; they want to see actions and results.
Citizens are disappointed; you want to see the facts and results. In English in addition, even many former revolutionaries have become frustrated by the clergy's abuse of power. Moreover, even many former revolutionaries were frustrated by the clerical abuse of power. Moreover, even many former revolutionaries were
disappointed by the abuse of power by the clergy. Moreover, even many former revolutionaries were frustrated by the clerical abuse of power. EnglishHuman rights advocates are becoming frustrated. Human rights advocates may not be bothered. EnglishThey are frustrated and alarmed by the possibility that they will be
cut out of the labour market. They are disappointed and worried about the possibility that they will be excluded from the labour market. EnglishCitizens are sometimes disappointed in the EU. Sometimes citizens are disappointed with the EU. EnglishIf that equality is not preserved in Amsterdam our peoples will be very
disappointed. This equality should be preserved in Amsterdam, so that the European Union, which does not disappoint its citizens, actually survives. In EnglishMany is now very disappointed by the excessive concessions that have been made to large European groups. Today, many of them do not feel very much about
excessive concessions to large Groups in Europe. EnglishWe is disappointed by the current controversy. We are disappointed with the current quarrels. EnglishI became thoroughly disappointed with politics politics after all completely disappointing me englishthe englishthe frustrated socialists are disappointed socialist
EnglishIt would be the biggest tragedy if the Ukrainian people were disappointed with their faith in freedom and justice. It would be a great commission if the Ukrainian people's faith in freedom and justice were let down. In English it disappointed many of its constituents to cheer many of their constituents english Our
decision will be positive news because the country is disappointed by the rejection and EU delays. Our decision will be a positive signal for the country, as NATO and de la UE han desilusionado a su población.    [the adjective desilusionado (intensified) desencantado be / become disappointed sth/sb estar/quedar
desilusionado con algo/algn; (intensified) estar/quedar desencantado con algo/algn Copyright © HarperCollins Publishers. All rights reserved ID: 12355 Video: Pronunciation examples of frustrated sentences exemplified by sentences from Collins Corpus He asked for it to wear so that he twisted my heart to see him so
quickly disappointed. Robin Hobb's GOLDEN FOOL: BOOK DU TAWNY MAN (2002)His father, worn out, disappointed, was scribbling that he did not believe in the power of evil. Sarah MacDonald SEA MUSIC (2002) I didn't start practicing, and I was already disappointed. Adair, Thomas (Intro) Three Types of KISSING
- SCOTTISH SHORT STORIES (2002)Example sentences collins dictionariesHe said he was bitterly disappointed by his country's inability to change to democracy. He was disappointed that his country had not changed. He was soon disappointed by the government's timidity on social reform. I gradually got pretty
disappointed with the whole university setup. I gradually got pretty disappointed with the whole setup. I'm very disappointed with the policy. These frustrated disciples included agnosticism, atheism, and nihilism. Voters are disappointed with the mud-slinging campaigns. We became jaded, uninterested and disappointed.
We both became jaded, uninterested and disappointed. Trends View Usage: All Year Over The Last 10 Years Over the Last 50 Years Last 100 Years Last 300 Years Other Languages Translate Your Text Free Source Translation Disappointed From Collins English to Spanish New from Collins Sign Up our newsletter Get
news and get access to exclusive updates and offer sign me up to Spanish word of the week: contento This week the Spanish word is contento Learn its meaning and how it is used! Read more Our usage update There are many different influences on how English is used today worldwide. We look at some of the ways
in which language changes. Read our series of blogs to learn more. Read more Learning in Spanish: Shared courtesy Whether you're visiting a Spanish-speaking country or even planning to live there, you'll want to be able to chat with people and get to know them better. Chat nuts and bolts revolve around common
courtesy. Read more unlock in Spanish with Paul Noble's method of Paul Noble's method: no books, no rot memorization, no chance of failure. Start with a full Spanish beginner course, then follow these steps in Spanish. Read more join the Collins community All the latest word news, linguistic insights, offers and
contests every month. Read more Scrabble scorefor disappointed:15 disappointed:15
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